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2 CHERIYAN, VEMPALA, AND VETTAOur algorithm is based on two results: (1) a polynomial-time algorithm of Frank and Tardos [5℄for �nding a minimum-ost k-outonneted subdigraph of a digraph (direted graph), and (2) anupper bound on the order of 3-ritial graphs by Mader [12℄. The Frank-Tardos algorithm hasbeen applied earlier to the minost k-VCSS problem by several authors, starting with Khuller andRaghavahari [10℄; see also [1, 2, 11℄. The saling trik used in Lemma 3.2 below has been usedearlier by [8, 9℄. 2. Notation and preliminary resultsThroughout, we assume that the input graph G = (V;E) is k-vertex onneted. Let n denote jV j.2.1. A linear programming relaxation. Let H� denote a k-VCSS of minimum ost, and letz� = (H�) =Pe2E(H�) e denote its ost. The following LP (linear program) P (k) gives a lowerbound z(k) on z� (Frank disusses this LP in [4℄). There is a variable xe, 0 � xe � 1, for eah edgee in G. The intention is that the edge inidene vetor of every k-VCSS H (possibly, H = H�)forms a feasible solution for P (k). A setpair W = (Wt;Wh) is an ordered pair of disjoint vertexsets, so Wt � V , Wh � V , and Wt \Wh = ;. An edge uv of G is said to over W if u 2 Wt; v 2 Whor v 2 Wt; u 2 Wh. Let Æ(W ) denote the set of all edges in G that over W . If Wt ontains atleast one vertex, say p, and Wh ontains at least one vertex, say q, then note that H has at leastk� (n�jWt[Whj) edges in Æ(W ), beause on removing the verties in V � (Wt[Wh) from H , theresulting graph has at least this number of openly disjoint paths between p and q and eah of thesepaths ontributes one (or more) distint edges to Æ(W ). (Two paths are alled openly disjoint ifevery vertex that belongs to both paths is an end vertex of both paths.) Let S denote the set ofall setpairs (Wt;Wh) suh that Wt 6= ; and Wh 6= ;. It is onvenient to keep a parameter `, where` is a positive integer, and write the LP relaxation P (`) for the minost `-VCSS problem.P (`) : z(`) = minimize Xe2E e xesubjet to Xe2Æ(W )xe � ` � (n� jWt [Whj); 8W 2 S0 � xe � 1; 8 e 2 E:Lemma 2.1. Let z�(`) be the minimum ost of an `-VCSS. Then z�(`) � z(`).2.2. k-Outonneted subgraphs. A graph is said to be k-outonneted from a so-alled rootvertex r if there exist k openly disjoint paths from r to v, for eah vertex v, v 6= r. Theminost k-OCproblem is as follows: given an undireted graph G = (V;E), a root vertex r 2 V , and nonnegativeosts on the edges, �nd a minimum-ost subgraph H of G suh that H is k-outonneted from r.This problem is NP-hard for k � 2.



APPROXIMATING MINCOST k-VERTEX CONNECTED SUBGRAPHS 3Theorem 2.2 (Frank and Tardos (1989), Khuller and Raghavahari (1996)). Let G = (V;E), r,and  : E ! R+ be as above. There is a 2-approximation algorithm for the minost k-OC problem.Moreover, the subgraph found by this algorithm has ost at most 2z(k).Proof. In the direted version bG of G, eah edge e of G is replaed by two oppositely oriented ars,and eah of these two ars has ost e. Here is an LP relaxation (in fat, an LP formulation) bP ofthe direted minost k-OC problem on bG (with any vertex r as the root): There is a variable xafor eah ar a in bG; let R denote the set of all setpairs W = (Wt;Wh) suh that the root r is inWt and Wh 6= ;; and for W 2 R let Æ̂(W ) denote the set of ars (u; v) in bG with u 2 Wt; v 2 Wh.bP : minimize Xa2E( bG) a xasubjet to Xa2Æ̂(W )xa � k � (n� jWt [Whj); 8W 2 R0 � xa � 1; 8 a 2 E( bG):This LP bP has an integer optimal solution (see [4, Theorems 2.1, 2.2℄). The Frank-Tardos algorithmsolves the direted minost k-OC problem on bG by �nding a minimum-ost subdigraph bH thatis k-outonneted from r, and the ost ( bH) equals the optimal value of bP . (The ar inidenevetor of bH forms an optimal solution of bP .) Finally, we laim that the optimal value of bP is atmost 2z(k), hene, the undireted version of bH satis�es the theorem (it is a subgraph of G that isk-outonneted from r, and it has ost at most 2z(k)).To see that the optimal value of bP is at most 2z(k), observe that the LP relaxation of the diretedminost k-VCSS problem on bG has optimal value at most 2z(k) (beause a feasible solution x ofP (k) (the k-VCSS LP on G) gives a feasible solution of the direted k-VCSS LP on bG, by assigningthe value xe to eah of the two ars orresponding to eah edge e). Moreover, an optimal solutionof the direted k-VCSS LP on bG is also a feasible solution of bP . Our laim follows. �Remark: Our algorithm may apply this result to �nd a solution to the minost `-OC problemthat has ost at most 2z(`), where 1 � ` � k.2.3. 3-Critial graphs. For a graphG, let �(G) denote the vertex onnetivity, i.e., the minimumnumber of verties whose removal results in a disonneted graph or the trivial graph (namely, K1).An `-separator of a onneted graph is a set of ` verties whose removal results in a disonnetedgraph.A graph G = (V;E) is alled 3-ritial if the vertex onnetivity dereases by jSj on removing theverties in any set S of at most three verties, that is, if �(G�S) = �(G)�jSj; 8S � V; jSj � 3.If G is not 3-ritial, then note that there exists a set S of three verties suh that no �(G)-separator



4 CHERIYAN, VEMPALA, AND VETTAontains all the verties in S. Mader gives an upper bound on the order of 3-ritial graphs, [12℄.(The proof is written in German, and the result is disussed (without proof) in two survey paperswritten in English [13, 14℄.)Theorem 2.3 (Mader (1977)). A 3-ritial graph with vertex onnetivity k has less than 6k2verties. 3. The algorithm and its analysisThe algorithm starts with i := 1, and a minimum-ost spanning treeH1. Eah iteration i = 1; 2; : : : ;augmentsHi toHi+1 by adding edges fromE(G)�E(Hi) suh that the vertex onnetivity inreasesby at least one, and the \augmenting ost" (Hi+1)�(Hi) is approximately minimum. A detaileddesription of an iteration follows. Let ` = �(Hi). If ` = k, then we stop and output Hi asthe desired k-VCSS. Now, suppose ` < k. For eah edge in Hi, we hange the ost to zero (theother edges keep the original osts). By Mader's theorem (and the fat that n is at least 6k2)there exist three verties suh that no `-separator of Hi ontains all three verties. We �nd threesuh verties r1; r2; r3 by exhaustively heking for eah vertex set S of ardinality three whether�(Hi � S) > ` � 3. For eah of these three verties, we apply the Frank-Tardos algorithm withroot rj (j = 1, 2, or 3) and the modi�ed edge osts to �nd a supergraph Hi;j of Hi that is (`+ 1)-outonneted from rj. We take (the edge set of) Hi+1 to be the union of (the edge sets of) Hi;1,Hi;2, and Hi;3.Lemma 3.1. At every iteration i = 1; 2; : : :, we have �(Hi+1) � �(Hi) + 1.Proof. Let ` = �(Hi). Note that ` < k. Suppose that �(Hi+1) = `. Then Hi+1 has an `-separatorC, C � V . Now, Hi is not 3-ritial by Mader's theorem, sine n � 6k2 > 6`2. Hene, thereexist three verties in Hi suh that for eah `-separator of Hi, at least one of these three verties isabsent from the `-separator. The algorithm �nds three suh verties r1; r2; r3. W.l.o.g. r1 is absentfrom C. The graph Hi;1, whih is a subgraph of Hi+1, is (` + 1)-outonneted from r1. Hene,Hi+1 has (`+1) openly disjoint paths between r1 and v, for every other vertex v, and one of thesepaths survives in Hi+1 � C. We have a ontradition, sine Hi+1 � C is onneted. The lemmafollows. �Lemma 3.2. At every iteration i = 1; 2; : : :, we have (Hi+1)� (Hi) � 6z(k)k � ` , where ` = �(Hi).Proof. Note that ` < k. We will prove that for eah of the three supergraphs Hi;j (j = 1, 2, or3) of Hi, the augmenting ost (Hi;j) � (Hi) is at most 2z(k)=(k � `). Then the lemma followsimmediately.



APPROXIMATING MINCOST k-VERTEX CONNECTED SUBGRAPHS 5Let x : E ! R+ be an optimal solution to the linear program P (k); note that the ost of x (withrespet to the original edge osts ) is z(k).Reall that (during the onstrution of Hi;j , j = 1; 2; 3) the edge osts are modi�ed suh that anedge already in Hi has zero ost, while the other edges have the original osts. Let x0 : E ! R+be given by x0e = 8<:1; if e is in Hixek�` ; otherwise:Clearly, x0 has modi�ed ost at most z(k)=(k � `). We laim that x0 is a feasible solution to theLP P (` + 1). Then, by Theorem 2.2, the Frank-Tardos algorithm �nds an (` + 1)-outonnetedsupergraph of Hi with augmenting ost at most 2z(k)=(k� `).To see the laim, onsider any setpair W 2 S and its onstraint in the LP P (`+ 1),Xe2Æ(W )x0e � (`+ 1)� q;where q = n� jWt [Whj. First, suppose that Hi has no edges in Æ(W ). Then sine Hi is `-vertexonneted, we have q � `. If q � ` + 1, then, obviously, x0 satis�es this onstraint. Otherwise, ifq = `, then x0 satis�es this onstraint beause (i) x satis�es the onstraint of W in the LP P (k),namely, Xe2Æ(W )xe � k� `, and (ii) eah edge e 2 Æ(W ) has x0e = xe=(k� `). Now, suppose that Hihas p � 1 edges in Æ(W ). If p < (`+ 1)� q, then delete � p verties from Wt and Wh to obtain anew setpair Ŵ suh that Ŵt 6= ; 6= Ŵh and Hi has no edges in Æ(Ŵ ), and then apply the previousreasoning to Ŵ to infer that x0 satis�es the onstraint of Ŵ , and hene also ofW . If p � (`+1)�q,then Xe2Æ(W )x0e � jE(Hi)\ Æ(W )j = p � (`+ 1)� q. Thus the laim holds. �Theorem 3.3. Suppose that the input graph G = (V;E) is k-vertex onneted and has order jV j �6k2. Then the algorithm terminates with a k-VCSS that has ost at most 6(1+ 12 + 13 + � � �+ 1k )z(k),where z(k) is the optimal value of the LP relaxation. The algorithm runs in time O(k2n4(n+k2:5)).Proof. The vertex onnetivity of Hi inreases by at least one in every iteration, starting from one,so the algorithm terminates with a k-VCSS in at most k� 1 iterations. The ost of the k-VCSS is� (H1) + k�1Xi=1((Hi+1)� (Hi)) � 2z(k)k + k�1X̀=1 6z(k)k � ` � 6(1 + 12 + 13 + � � �+ 1k )z(k):(Note that the minimum spanning tree H1 is an optimal solution to the minost 1-OC problem(with any vertex as the root), and an optimal solution x of the LP P (k) gives a feasible solution1kx of the LP P (1), hene by the proof of Theorem 2.2, (H1) � 2z(1) � 2z(k)k .)To see the running time, note that eah iteration i (1 � i < k) runs the Frank-Tardos algorithm atmost three times, and tests �(Hi�S) for at most n3 sets of verties S of ardinality three. Gabow's
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